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Many promising nanotechnologies, such as bit-patterned magnetic media, require 
highly ordered, defect-free monolayers of particles. Thus, there is a need for cost-
efficient and robust manufacturing techniques to reliably fabricate such structures.  Self-
assembly of particles from suspensions has emerged as a promising nanomanufacturing 
method, and the tunability of nanoparticle interactions can lead to a diverse array of 
thermodynamically accessible structures.  Nonetheless, particles deposited on surfaces in 
the absence of external bias often form highly defective structures. Recently, template-
directed self-assembly techniques such as graphoepitaxy have been successfully applied 
to produce low-defectivity block copolymer morphologies with desired nanoscale 
features. The role of a template in directing the assembly of particulate systems, however, 
is still poorly understood. The use of larger scale patterned substrates to drive smaller 
scale assembly of particle monolayers can potentially expand the set of achievable 
lattices, and could be used in nanopatterning processes or in the manufacture of 
functional materials.  
In this dissertation, classical density functional theory (DFT), grand canonical 
Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations, and cell theory are used to assess the suitability of 
graphoepitaxial assembly for particle monolayers and to predict the limits of pattern 
multiplication in three separate systems. The first two involve the assembly of hard 
 viii 
sphere and hard rectangle particle monolayers on surfaces with closed square and closed 
rectangle template geometries, respectively. The third involves the assembly of spherical 
and rectangular particles on surfaces patterned with posts. Pattern multiplication limits 
for these systems (~10x) can be understood in terms of the balance between favorable 
enthaplically-driven structuring near the boundaries and unfavorable loss of 
configurational entropy upon forming the targeted structure. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 MOTIVATION 
High precision, low-cost fabrication of nanostructures with low defectivity is 
essential for the commercial production of nano-enabled devices.  There are a growing 
number of applications that take advantage of nanometer-scale patterns.  Such features 
can significantly enhance light absorption in plasmonic materials [1,2], bit patterned 
magnetic media can greatly increase the memory density on a hard drive [3,4], and 
nanostructured materials can considerably improve efficiency in fuel cells [5].  
Furthermore, it is possible to control material properties through nanoscopic lattice 
structure, which can result in new classes of metamaterials with thermal and optic 
properties not seen in nature [6-10].  As we continue to discover more about the novel 
physics of nanoscale patterns, we lack adequate tools that enable the reliable, low-cost 
manufacture of materials required for many of these technologies. Currently, manufacture 
of nanopatterns relies heavily on top-down lithography techniques, such as photo-imprint 
lithography [11,12]. Despite their successes, one of the challenges facing such 
lithographic methods is their inability to generate patterns smaller than 20nm in a way 
that is reliable, cost-effective and rapid enough for industrial-scale manufacturing 
processes [13]. In order to achieve the requisite length scales for the aforementioned 
applications, it may be necessary to incorporate bottom-up nanomanufacturing 
techniques.  Recent advances in nanoparticle design opens new avenues for the inclusion 
of self-assembly as an interesting (although still poorly understood) alternative approach 
to cheaply nanopattern and fabricate functional materials. 
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There are many examples that illustrate the possibilities of self-assembly, both in 
nature (DNA, protein folding, etc.) and through artificial means [14]. While nanoparticles 
have shown great promise in self-assembly [15-22], it is also widely appreciated that 
processes involving nanoparticles are limited in terms of the number of large-scale, low-
defect structures that they can produce under various thermodynamic conditions. If self-
assembly is to become a reliable nanomanufacturing tool, we must uncover new ways to 
fabricate a more diverse set of equilibrium structures in a cost-effective and defect-free 
manner. For example, bit-patterned magnetic media requires 2D square lattices with 
approximately 10nm material features (e.g., particles) placed with less than 5% deviation 
from desired lattice coordinates [23].  It is not clear if material systems that meet these 
specifications can be formed from self-assembly processes alone.   
This is where “directed” self-assembly provides a unique opportunity. It is 
possible to expand the set of thermodynamically accessible lattices by exposing the 
assembling particles to an external field [24]. For example, in 2D self-assembly 
applications, the external field might be a chemically or topographically prepatterned 
surface that guides the assembly of deposited nanoparticles. The external field can act as 
a corrective force that limits defects in the self-assembled lattices.  In fact recent 
developments have shown that highly detailed external fields can fix individual particles 
in desired locations [25,26].  However, in many cases, this would require an external field 
that is patterned at the same length-scale as the final assembled structure, thus negating 
the primary pattern multiplication benefit of self-assembly.  The challenge for designing 
methods of directed self-assembly is to find the appropriate combination of particle 
interactions and external fields to minimize the requisite direction on the system.  In other 
words, we can look to use traditional top-down techniques to create a pattern on a coarse 
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length-scale to direct the self-assembly of particles on a finer scale. Ultimately, we wish 
to know the extent of this pattern multiplication that can be induced by an external field. 
The projects outlined in this dissertation seek to elucidate the possibilities and 
limitations of the directed self-assembly approach. Since there is still much to learn about 
the behavior of self-assembled particles in the presence of an external field, we will 
analyze various model particle/field systems to discover the limitations that direction can 
have on the lattice structure of particulate systems.  As the external fields investigated in 
these projects will ultimately be fabricated through lithographic processes, the focus will 
be on 2D structures formed by particles in suspension adsorbing to a prepatterned 
substrate. Specifically, the goal of this project is to create computational tools that help 
discover new directed self-assembly strategies for scalable nanomanufacturing. 
 
1.2 SELF-ASSEMBLY 
The term “self-assembly” is broad in scope, as it covers a wide variety of 
techniques that can lead to the spontaneous formation of materials with nanometer scale 
structures.  The challenge for applying self-assembly to nanomanufacturing applications 
is to select an appropriate system of tunable interaction parameters that can be 
experimentally adjusted to produce a desired structure with acceptable level of defects.  
Nanoparticles are interesting for self-assembly because their interactions can be 
systematically modified, allowing them to assemble into different periodic patterns with 
length scales that are not easily imposed via top-down fabrication approaches.  Because 
of this, nanoparticle self-assembly has become an active research field in recent years.  
Existing literature on the subject provides many ways of manipulating interparticle 
interactions and documents the accessible structures observed for each [27-32].  
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However, there are still gaps that need to be filled before self-assembly can be broadly 
applied to any nanomanufacturing process. Currently, most self-assembled structures are 
relatively simple lattices seen in nature.  More complicated structures can be achieved, 
but require very intricate particle designs that would be difficult and expensive to 
fabricate. 
 
Figure 1.1: Currently, there are a number of ways to design interparticle 
interactions for self-assembly.  For example, it is possible to adjust particle shape 
to influence local packing (left), design concave particle features to utilize 
solvent depletion interactions (middle), and it is possible to use triblock Janus 
particles (right) with hydrophobic caps which cluster together, forming a kagome 
lattice. While these interactions are able to form novel structures, their 
complexity makes it difficult for the precise mass production required for 
nanofabrication process.  Figures from left to right appear in Damasceno 
et al., ACS Nano (2012) [33], Sacanna et al., Nature (2010) [19], and 
Chen et al., Nature (2011) [17].  
In order to mitigate some of the aforementioned manufacturing concerns, one can 
envision applying an external field to a system of nanoparticles in an attempt to achieve 
more complicated lattices without requiring particles that are so difficult to manufacture.  
If an external field can apply a small energetic penalty to competing lattices, it could 
potentially expand the range over which a desired lattice is stable, allowing for more 
tolerance for defective structure.   
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1.3 GRAPHOEPITAXY FOR DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY 
Field directed assembly has been extensively explored for the assembly of block 
copolymers (BCPs) [34-44].  Block copolymer systems undergo various types of phase 
transitions depending on parameters such as block chain length, interfacial interactions, 
and thickness of BCP thin films [45-52].  Assembled structures can consist of lamellae, 
spheres, gyroids, and cylinders with dimensions as small as 5nm [53-61].  It is further 
possible to carefully design a surface template of features with affinity to one of the 
blocks can control the locations of these phase boundaries.  Additionally, one may 
control the equilibrium pattern simply by confining the polymer with topographical 
template features [34,62-64].  This method of graphoepitaxy has shown it can effectively 
induce pattern multiplication in block copolymer systems, generating details many times 
smaller than that of the prepatterned template [65]. However, these methods take 
advantage of the structure and binding capabilities of the polymers, and need 
modification before application to nanoparticle systems.  As particulate systems do not 
exhibit the same phase separation as polymeric materials, it is an open question as to how 
far the effect of a template feature can propagate through the self-assembled structure of a 
particle system. 
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Figure 1.2:  Commensurability of the film thickness greatly influences 
phase behavior of block copolymers.  Images (a) and (b) show phase 
behavior of poly(styrene-block-butadiene-block-styrene) triblock 
copolymers for a thickness profile in (c).  Part (d) illustrates simulation 
results of the same copolymer system.  This dependence on commensurate 
thickness can potentially be exploited through graphoepitaxial assembly.  
Figure appears in Segalman, Mater. Sci. Eng. (2005) [66] 
 
 
Figure 1.3: Graphoepitaxy of lamella-forming poly(styrene-block-
trimethylsilylstyrene) (PS−PTMSS).  Polymers assemble in etched topographical 
trenches of a width commensurate to lamellar periodicity.  SEM micrographs 
above show that density multiplication was successful 3x (left), 5x (middle), and 
7x (right) trench subdivisions.  Figure appears in Maher et al., Appl. Mater. 
Interfaces (2015) [65]. 
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Knowledge of block copolymer behavior can be of great benefit to directed 
assembly of particulate systems.  While there has been limited work in the latter area, the 
study of particles directed by a field remains open with many unanswered questions, 
despite a number of advantages unique to particle deposition.  Particles can be solution 
processed [67], easily manufactured with reliable precision [68,69], and can allow for the 
direct patterning of functional materials [70,71].  Similar to the copolymers, we already 
know that with enough of a framework, nanoparticles can be forced into desired locations 
[72,73], but there are still many open optimization questions. A greater understanding of 
particle directed self-assembly can open new avenues to fabrication of novel, useful 
nanodevices. 
In the following chapters, this dissertation will investigate the minimum amount 
of existing scaffolding required to allow nanoparticles to build the desired defect-free 
pattern (i.e., how much direction is required for directed self-assembly).  Through use of 
various computational tools I intend to show that it is possible to use a prepatterned 
substrate to direct the assembly of particle monolayers, even for pairwise interactions 
lacking any enthalpic component.  The desired impact is to design a set of templates to 
guide particle assembly for nanomanufacturing applications.  Surprisingly, this area lacks 
a universally accepted set of production strategies. As a result, any advances that allow 
for reliable, cost-efficient manufacturing strategies could have a profound effect on the 
fields of nanotechnology and material science. 
This dissertation will primarily explore three separate systems.  Chapter 2 will 
begin by analyzing assembly of hard sphere monolayers in confined template geometries.  
As these particles exhibit such simplistic pairwise interactions, a study of their assembly 
can provide valuable insight into the fundamental forces affecting self-assembly.  Chapter 
3 will continue this work by introducing particle anisotropy.  This inclusion introduces 
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two opposing phenomena: configurational entropy of rotating anisotropic particles and 
directional interactions propagating template effects.  This chapter will explore the 
limiting density multiplication before configurational entropy becomes the dominant 
driver of assembly.  Where preceding chapters focus on fully confined templates, Chapter 
4 will explore the ability of open template structures (e.g. truncate walls, fixed particle 
posts) to generate similar order to closed templates.  Finally, Chapter 5 will provide a cell 
theory scaling argument to further explore the physical constraints on pattern 
multiplication.  Suggestions for future directions will be outlined in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2:  Graphoepitaxy of Spherical Particle Monolayers 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Current work in particle self-assembly focuses on complicated interparticle 
interactions, and the particles that exhibit those interactions can be difficult to fabricate with 
the precision necessary for nanomanufacturing purposes.   To remedy this, we begin our 
analysis through particles with perhaps the simplest pairwise interaction: hard spheres.  A 
study of hard sphere assembly essentially becomes an investigation of optimal packing, and 
consequently, the entropic forces driving lattice formation.  Thus, the primary question is 
whether a template can provide sufficient confinement to entropically favor a target 
structure as an optimal packing. 
In this chapter we consider a model for the solution-based deposition and assembly 
of spherical particles onto a smooth, attractive surface with regularly spaced enthalpic 
barriers that represent, for example, prepatterned chemical or topographical features. 
Particles from a contacting fluid suspension can adsorb onto or desorb from the substrate, 
where they diffuse in the presence of the periodic barriers. As the liquid film dries, the 
equilibrium surface concentration increases until only a monolayer of deposited particles 
remains. For hard-sphere particles on a pattern-free substrate, a disordered liquid-like 
structure is favored for areal packing fractions η < 0.72. Above η = 0.72, a hexagonally 
close-packed (hcp) solid forms [74]. To successfully direct the particles into an alternative 
packing at high η, an appropriately designed external field provided by the substrate must 
                                                 
This work has previously appeared in M.E. Ferraro, R.T. Bonnecaze, and T.M. Truskett, “Graphoepitaxy for 
Pattern Multiplication of Nanoparticle Monolayers,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 085503 (2014) [92].  Mark Ferraro 
carried out the Monte Carlo simulations and density functional theory calculations, and contributed to the data 
analysis. 
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favor the targeted structure over the otherwise entropically favored hcp lattice. This type of 
graphoepitaxial assembly has been successfully used in other contexts, e.g., to direct the 
assembly of block copolymer films into targeted morphologies [35-44]. 
 
Figure 2.1:   An illustration of the hard sphere deposition process.  Particles in 
suspension are free to adsorb to a prepatterned substrate.  As the solvent evaporates, 
chemical potential in the suspension increases, driving more particles to the surface.  
When exposed to the template, which may consist of a topographical (illustrated 
here) or chemical features separated by some distance L, particles are directed 
toward assembly of a target structure. 
We study a model for such an elementary pattern multiplication process for 
deposited particulate films. We show that a smooth substrate with a periodic square pattern 
of enthalpic barriers is able to generally disrupt formation of the hcp lattice in favor of a 
square lattice structure as the surface concentration increases. Interestingly, this approach 
remains effective even when the barriers are separated by length scales significantly (~10x) 
larger than the particle diameter (i.e., the lattice constant), illustrating the promise of using 
graphoepitaxy for directing particulate assemblies of patterned monolayers. 
 
2.2 SIMULATION METHODS 
Rosenfeld’s Fundamental Measure Theory (FMT) [75] provides accurate 
equilibrium density profiles for inhomogeneous hard-particle fluids with greater 
computational efficiency than Monte Carlo simulations [76]. The FMT framework is also 
ideal for answering inverse design questions for targeted self-assembly, which—while not 
addressed specifically here—is a fruitful area for future study. We adopt a version of FMT 
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recently introduced by Roth et al. [77] which faithfully reproduces the structure of high-
density fluid states as well as the first-order fluid-to-hcp phase transition. Density functional 
theory methods are useful in that they can provide an approximation for excess Helmholtz 
free energy, Fex, for a given pairwise interaction Vij(r) and the corresponding Mayer-f 
function f = exp(-βVij(r)).  Rosenfeld’s unique contribution for this density functional theory 
is the decomposition of the Mayer-f function into convolution products of geometric 
weighting functions.  This deconvolution is exact in 1 or 3 dimensions, but in even 
dimensions requires an infinite series of scalar (ωα) and tensor (ω
(m)
) weighting functions.  
The two dimensional expansion used by Roth et al. truncates beyond the second order tensor 
term, resulting in the following weight functions: 
 𝜔0(𝐫) =  
1
2π𝑅
δ(𝑅 − |𝐫|), (1) 
 𝜔2(𝐫) =  Θ(𝑅 − |𝐫|), (2) 
 𝜔(0)(𝒓) =  δ(𝑅 − |𝐫|), (3) 
 𝜔(1)(𝒓) =  𝐫 δ(𝑅 − |𝐫|), (4) 
 𝜔(2)(𝒓) = 𝐫 𝐫 δ(𝑅 − |𝐫|), (5) 
where δ is the Dirac delta and Θ is the Heaviside step function.  Convolution integrals of 
these weight functions with the density profile introduces scalar and tensoral weighted 
densities defined as  
 𝑛𝛼 =  ∫ 𝑑𝐫′𝜌(𝐫′)𝜔𝛼(𝐫 − 𝐫′), (6) 
 𝑛(𝑚) =  ∫ 𝑑𝐫′𝜌(𝐫′)𝑛(𝑚)(𝐫 − 𝐫′). (7) 
These weighted density functions allow for an ansatz of the excess free energy 
density 𝛽𝐹𝑒𝑥[𝜌] = ∫ 𝑑𝐫Φ(𝐫) where dimensional analysis and the Scaled Particle Theory 
equation of state provide an assumed form: 
 Φ =  −𝑛0 ln(1 − 𝑛2) +
1
4𝜋(1 − 𝑛2)
∑ 𝐶𝑚𝑛
(𝑚) ∙ 𝑛(𝑚)
∞
𝑚=0
 (9) 
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As noted, the infinite series in the above expression is truncated beyond second order 
tensors, resulting in three unknown coefficients C0, C1, and C2. Further constraints from the 
second virial coefficient and the 0D limit reduce the approximation of these coefficients to a 
single variable which can be obtained through a least squares fit to the Mayer-f function.  
This provides the expression, 
Φ({𝑛𝛼, 𝑛
(𝑚)}) =  −𝑛0 ln(1 − 𝑛2) +
1
4𝜋(1 − 𝑛2)
(
19
12
(𝑛(0))
2
−
5
12
𝑛(1) ∙ 𝑛(1) −
7
6
𝑛(2): 𝑛(2)) (10) 
 This can then be used to represent the excess Helmholtz free energy, and thus the 
grand canonical free energy, 
 𝛽𝛺[𝜌] =  ∫ 𝑑𝐫[Φ[𝜌] + 𝜌(𝐫)(ln 𝜌(𝐫) − 1 − 𝛽𝜇)]. (11) 
The equilibrium density profile may then be found through minimization via the 
functional derivative 
𝛿𝛺
𝛿𝜌
= 0. 
For computational efficiency, equilibrium FMT computations reported here use a 
matrix-free Newton iterative method developed by Sears and Frink [78]. For our 2D GCMC 
simulations of the same model system, we adopted a simulated tempering algorithm 
designed to study high-density hard-particle systems in the vicinity of the melting transition 
[79].   
 
2.3 MODEL SYSTEM 
In our model 3D hard spheres—once adsorbed on the 2D substrate—interact with 
each other as exclusion disks in the grand canonical ensemble with an external field 
(representing the prepatterned barriers) and with a chemical potential set by the reservoir of 
particles in the contacting fluid suspension. Slow evaporation of the solvent concentrates the 
reservoir, thus raising the chemical potential and increasing the particle concentration on the 
surface. Increasing the particle-substrate attraction at constant reservoir concentration would 
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have the same net effect. We model the thermodynamics and structure of the adsorbed 
monolayer as a function of chemical potential and template features (i.e., barrier height and 
separation) using classical density functional theory and Grand Canonical Monte Carlo 
(GCMC) simulations.  
For our target structure, we choose a periodic square lattice, which is of interest for 
bit-patterned magnetic media [80]. The square lattice has a lower coordination number (4 
vs. 6) and a less efficient packing structure than the hcp crystal, which means that, for hard 
spheres, graphoepitaxy will be required to make it the thermodynamically stable structure. 
The trivial graphoepitaxial solution would be to use substrates with parallel barriers that 
intersect to form adjacent square “boxes” with side lengths equal to twice the particle radius, 
2R, so that—once adsorbed—each particle is precisely confined to its desired lattice 
position (Figure 2.2(a)). This, of course, in addition to having other practical limitations, 
requires accurate pre-patterning on the same length scale as the target lattice, which negates 
the most powerful pattern amplification benefits of directed self-assembly. Thus, we 
consider here square templates of barriers separated by integer multiples of the particle 
diameter; that is, sparser patterns commensurate with the desired square lattice periodicity 
(Figure 2.2(b)). The barriers are energy step functions of width 2R and normalized “height” 
βVext (β=1/kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature) acting on particle 
centers; i.e., they penalize any “overlap” of a particle with the infinitely thin line defining 
the square template boundary. This template allows us to direct assembly of particles into 
periodic, close-packed square-lattice structures. For generality, we present results in terms 
of the normalized chemical potential β(µ-µhcp) where βµhcp is the chemical potential for 
which the 2D hcp solid becomes the thermodynamically stable adsorbed phase on a 
patternless substrate.  
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Figure 2.2:   Monolayers assembled via deposition onto a substrate with thin 
repulsive barrier templates separated by a distance commensurate with the square 
lattice unit cell. The template in (a) trivially fixes each particle in its ideal location. 
The template in (b) uses sparser templating to direct assembly into the same 
structure. 
 
2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2.4.1 FMT Predictions for a Square Template 
Figure 2.3 shows the equilibrium density profiles predicted by FMT as a function of 
increasing barrier height of the template.  In this figure the chemical potential (β(µ-µhcp) = 
2.40) is higher than what would be otherwise necessary to form the hcp structure with a 
pattern-free substrate (see Figure 2.3(a)). When particles absorb in the presence of the 
template, the equilibrium density profile qualitatively changes and is characterized by 
structures with square symmetry (Figures 2.3(b),(c)), even for a barrier height as low as 
βVext,= 2. For increasing values of barrier height, the density profiles become sharper and 
the square lattice structure more pronounced. It is interesting to note that the template 
feature separation in Figure 2.3 is nearly commensurate for both the hcp and square lattices, 
and yet the square symmetry is still clearly preferred in the presence of finite barriers. 
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Figure 2.3:   Equilibrium density profiles with β(µ-µhcp) = 2.40 predicted using 
FMT.  The external field is as illustrated in Figure 2.2(b), with barriers of height 
βVext = (a) 0, (b) 2, (c) 5, and (d) 10, each separated by a distance of 10R. 
The effect of template spacing from 8R to 28R for βVext,= 10 and β(µ-µhcp) = 2.40 is 
shown in Figure 2.4. Note that while the structuring weakens as the template spacing grows, 
the square symmetric order persists even when the spacing is an order of magnitude larger 
than the particle diameter. However, for template feature separations greater than 20R, the 
density peaks lower and spread and local maxima are not significantly greater than the bulk 
density. At a template spacing of 24R the density signature of a square pattern in the center 
has practically vanished, which indicates the barriers are too far apart to promote long range 
ordering (see also Figure 2.8 for Monte Carlo snapshots).  As the wall separation increases 
to 28R, the density profile in the middle of the system is nearly flat. 
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Figure 2.4:   Equilibrium density profiles predicted by FMT as a function of 
template feature spacing for β(µ-µhcp) = 2.40. Enthalpic barriers of height βVext = 
10 are placed at each border of the displayed region.  Template feature separation 
for each profile is (a) 8R, (b) 12R, (c) 16R, (d) 20R, (e) 24R, and (f) 28R.   
 
2.4.2 GCMC Study of the Effect of Chemical Potential on Assembly 
While the FMT density profiles provide useful average information about the 
structural consequences of the template features, we turn to grand canonical Monte Carlo 
(GCMC) simulations to characterize the defect statistics from the underlying microstates 
and understand how they evolve with increasing chemical potential and surface 
concentration. The occupancy probabilities for a 10Rx10R square obtained from GCMC 
simulations of a periodically-replicated 9-square system is shown in Figure 2.5. For 
normalized chemical potentials of β(µ-µhcp) = 1.87, some of the square regions in the 
template are perfectly filled and others are missing one or more particles (Figure 2.5b). 
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Perfectly filled regions form square lattices.  Regions with one or two missing particle form 
structures with point defects and those with two or three missing particles resemble 2D 
liquid-like structures. Furthermore, these defective structures explain the qualitative features 
observed in the FMT density profiles. These profiles are obtained in the grand canonical 
ensemble, meaning they comprise microstates with different numbers of particles. 
Microstates with vacancies allow rows and columns to freely translate, which contributes to 
the average density on the grid connecting square lattice coordinates. As βµ increases, the 
fraction of microstates containing the ideal 25 particles smoothly increases. Virtually zero 
defectivity is achieved for β(µ-µhcp) = 5.87 and βVext = 10 with the structural configuration 
shown in Figure 2.5(c).  
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Figure 2.5:   (a) Fraction of microstates with Ns particles as a function of chemical 
potential β(µ-µhcp). Here, a microstate is defined by a single periodic 10Rx10R 
square bounded by the external field from Figure 2.3(d). Configurations shown in 
(b) and (c) are snapshots taken from the GCMC simulations where β(µ-µhcp) = 1.87 
and 5.87, respectively. Lines in plots (b) and (c) represent thin barriers of height 
βVext = 10. 
The manner in which the defects in the square lattice naturally fill in as a function of 
chemical potential can be understood from a basic statistical mechanical argument. For 
inhomogeneous hard-disk systems, it can be shown that the position-dependent insertion 
probability is given by Pins(x,y) = ρ(x,y)λ
2/exp(βµ) [81] where λ is the thermal de Broglie 
wavelength. The probability of successfully inserting a particle is proportional to the 
equilibrium number density ρ(x,y) at that location. From the FMT density profiles in 
Figures 2.3 and 2.4, we see that graphoepitaxy naturally places peaks in the density profile 
at the preferred square lattice sites. Thus, particles preferentially adsorb at point defects in 
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the square lattice. As solvent evaporation occurs, the increasing chemical potential pushes 
more particles into these open lattice sites, driving the system toward a defect-free square 
lattice structure as shown in Figure 2.5(c). 
 
2.4.3 Fractional Expansion of Template Spacing 
Discussion to this point has focused on templates composed of four perpendicular, 
thin walls separated by a distance commensurate with the square lattice. However, it is 
interesting to note that the wall separation need not be an exact integer multiple of the 
square lattice periodicity (i.e., the particle diameter). The imposed field may be expanded by 
fractions of a particle radius, and still preserve square order. This is not entirely surprising, 
as for many lattices, there is a required expansion before a new particle can physically fit 
within the system. In addition to physically having room for a new particle, it must be 
thermodynamically favorable to restructure into a more tightly packed lattice. As illustrated 
in Figure 2.6 we have found that template walls may be spaced at a commensurate length 
plus an additional ~0.5R in order to preserve the square lattice. 
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Figure 2.6:   Hard sphere monolayers at β(µ-µhcp) = 5.87 exposed to an external 
field βVext = 10 with varying wall spacing.  Distance between walls is (a) 10.2R, 
(b) 10.4R, (c) 10.6R, and (d) 11.0R where R is the particle radius. 
 
2.4.4 Transition Away from Square Order 
In Figure 2.4 we showed that peaks in the density profile for wall spacings beyond 
20R (corresponding to a 10x10 lattice) are no longer well-defined. Analysis of this transition 
can be further supplemented by extracting a correlation length from the density profiles. 
This can be obtained by analyzing the decay in the height of local maxima for peaks further 
away from the template features. To quantify this decay, we introduce a new quantity, xc, 
defined as the location where the peak height decays by a factor of 1/e. For sufficiently high 
order, xc should be large, signifying that the height of each peak is not decaying quickly far 
from the wall.  Low values of xc indicate that wall effects decay rapidly as the system 
approaches the bulk density within a few particle diameters of the template feature. 
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We then observe a cross-section of the density profile taken from a middle row of 
the system (e.g., 𝜌 (
𝑥
𝑅
,
𝐿
2𝑅
)) where wall effects are at their weakest. Density maxima from 
this cross-section are then normalized between 0 and 1 using ?̅? =  (𝜌(𝑥/𝑅) −  𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑔)/
(𝜌(1) −  𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑔), where 𝜌(1) is the density against the wall.  A value of ?̅? = 1 represents the 
maximum density in a given cross section, while ?̅? = 0 means the local density has reached 
the bulk density and localized order is no longer apparent.   
 
Figure 2.7:    Local maxima of the middle cross-section  ρ(x/R,L/2R) of density 
profiles for various wall-separations.  Here, the density is normalized ?̅? =
 (𝜌(𝑥/𝑅) − 𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑔)/(𝜌(1) − 𝜌𝑎𝑣𝑔)and xc is defined as the value of (x-1)/2R where 
ρ ̅(x) = 1/e.  The height of the local maxima decreases quickly, with xc occurring 
before the second peak for lattices greater than 10x10. 
The value of xc decreases dramatically, approaching the first non-contact peak in the 
profile by the 10x10 lattice. This pronounced decline in the propagation of wall effects 
further explains why the transition away from square order occurs around the 20R wall 
separation and, thus, why the corresponding sparser profiles in Figure 2.4 have such ill-
defined peaks. This result is further clarified by grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, 
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shown in Figure 2.8, which show a clear difference between the structures formed under the 
20R and 24R wall separations. 
 
Figure 2.8:  Grand canonical Monte Carlo snapshots of hard sphere monolayers 
at β(µ-µhcp) = 5.87 exposed to perpendicular walls of height βVext =10 separated by 
(a) 20R and (b) 24R.   
 
2.4.5 The Direct Pattern 
While our work here has primarily focused on the effects of a sparse template, it is 
useful to see how a direct template behaves under similar conditions.  As shown in Figure 
2.9, a direct template is able to facilitate the formation of a square template at a lower 
chemical potential than the sparse templates (keeping in mind that direct patterning negates 
the pratical “pattern multiplication” benefits of a sparse template). This effect is due to the 
template fixing each particle in the ideal square lattice coordinate, even at low density. Thus, 
it becomes easier for each subsequent particle to enter in the desired location, as the existing 
particles do not require any restructuring.  However, as chemical potential increases, the 
lattice for the direct template is very similar to that of the sparse template shown in Figure 
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2.5(c), though the complete square lattice is achieved at lower chemical potential in the 
direct pattern.  This is likely due to the isolation of confined “cell.”  The probability of 
filling a given cell in the direct pattern is solely dependent on insertion energy, while the 
sparse template requires both insertion and structural rearrangement with will incur some 
energetic cost. 
 
Figure 2.9:  Grand canonical Monte Carlo snapshots of particles exposed to a 
direct pattern, with perpendicular walls spaced by 2R.  Particle deposition is 
governed by chemical potential, β(µ-µhcp) = (a) -8.1, (b) -4.1, (c) 0.0, and (d) 3.9. 
As chemical potential increases, vacant wells are filled. 
 
2.5 CONCLUSIONS 
By focusing on athermal particles, the model system introduced here demonstrates 
how a substrate prepatterned with sparse, enthalpic template features can disrupt the 
otherwise entropically favorable packing of the hcp lattice in favor of a periodic structure 
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with square symmetry. It would be interesting to use FMT as a tool of inverse design to 
discover which template features and geometries would be optimal—within constraints 
specified by, e.g., a particular substrate preparation method—for obtaining not only square 
structures but other open 2D lattice packings of interest (kagome, honeycomb, snub square, 
etc.).   
Moreover, to design a directed assembly process for specific material systems of 
technological interest, other interparticle interactions would also need to be considered. 
Such interactions might also be tuned, guided by theoretical methods similar to those 
discussed in [82-85], to complement the template’s role in directing assembly into specific 
structures. For example, soft repulsive interparticle interactions have been shown to 
significantly reduce the thermodynamic favorability of the hcp packing over other open 
target structures of interest even on a pattern-free substrate [86].  
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Chapter 3:  Translational and Orientational Order in Rectangular 
Particle Monolayers 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Work in the previous chapter has shown that the entropically favored two-
dimensional (2D) hexagonal crystal favored by a monolayer of adsorbed hard-sphere 
particles on a smooth, substrate can be disrupted in favor of a square lattice structure by 
parallel, enthalpic barriers separated from each other by up to ten particle diameters. Here 
we evaluate whether similar graphoepitaxial barriers or templates can direct adsorbed 
rectangular particles into translationally and orientationally ordered rectangular 
monolayers.  The choice of rectangular particles and the geometry of the array are 
motivated by the desired structures for bit-patterned magnetic media, where rectangular 
particles with aspect ratios around 2.3 have been shown to have the highest areal density 
that achieve desired read and write metrics [87]. 
Monolayers of hard-rectangular particles exhibit tetratic order illustrated in Figure 
3.1(a) at an areal packing fraction η > 0.7 [88,89] in the absence of an external field.  In 
the extreme limit placing a repulsive barrier around each particle would perfectly 
template its position and orientation, but negates any benefits of pattern multiplication by 
the self-assembly process.  Here we study using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) 
simulations and density functional theory (DFT) predictions nontrivial pattern 
multiplication effects, considering wall separations of approximately Ly/R = n and Lx/R = 
                                                 
This work has previously appeared in M.E. Ferraro, T.M. Truskett, and R.T. Bonnecaze, “Graphoepitaxy 
for Translational and Orientational Ordering of Monolayers of Rectangular Particles,” Phys. Rev. E 93, 
032606 (2016) [102].  Mark Ferraro carried out the Monte Carlo simulations and density functional theory 
calculations, and contributed to the data analysis. 
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an, for integer values of n>1.  These patterns are represented as enthalpic barriers, 
separated by lengths Lx and Ly in the x- and y-directions, respectively.  The dimensions of 
the rectangular particles are R and aR, where a > 1 is the particle aspect ratio.  
Additionally, while the inclusion of particle anisotropy introduces the importance of wall 
separation in two directions, we focus here on practically interesting template boundaries 
with aspect ratios near unity as illustrated for example in Figure 1(b). 
 
 
Figure 3.1:  Rectangular particle monolayer assemblies (a) exhibiting tetratic 
order with no template pattern, and (b) ordered into the desired rectangular lattice 
by thin, topographical barriers. 
3.2 SIMULATION METHODS 
3.2.1 Grand Canonical Monte Carlo 
Due to the near close packed surface coverage of rectangular particles realized at 
high chemical potentials (e.g., high concentration due to evaporation of the solvent), we 
utilize a growth-expanded ensemble for computational efficiency in our grand canonical 
Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations [90].  This allows particles to enter the system at 20% 
of their true size, subsequently growing over the course of the simulation.  Monte Carlo 
steps include arbitrary translation, rotation, insertion, deletion, or growth of a single 
particle.  Only microstates comprising fully grown particles are considered in the 
equilibrium statistics.  Periodic boundary conditions are imposed and simulations are 
conducted for various initial conditions.   
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3.2.2 Fundamental Measure Theory 
As a supplement to the Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations, we again used 
Fundamental Measure Theory to investigate energy minimizing structures in the presence 
of rectangular templates.  Due to the geometric nature of the deconvolution of the Mayer-
f function, it is possible to modify the previous weight functions to model rectangular 
particles.  While no FMT has been developed for freely rotating rectangular particles, it is 
possible to approximate this system through a bidisperse mixture of vertically and 
horizontally aligned particles [91].  This model utilizes the typical Helmholtz free energy 
functional 𝐹[𝜌𝑖] expressed as the sum of the ideal 𝐹𝑖𝑑[𝜌𝑖] and excess 𝐹𝑒𝑥[𝜌𝑖] components.  
The ideal free energy assumes the usual functional 
 𝛽𝐹𝑖𝑑[𝜌𝑖] = ∑ ∫ 𝑑𝑟𝜌𝑖(𝑟){ln[𝜌𝑖(𝑟)𝜆𝑖
3] − 1}
𝐴𝑖
, (1) 
where 𝛽 = 1/𝑘𝐵𝑇 and 𝜆𝑖 is the thermal wavelength.  As with all FMT models, the excess 
component is expressed as 
 𝛽𝐹𝑒𝑥[𝜌𝑖] = ∫ 𝑑𝒓Φ(𝒓)
𝐴
 (2) 
where, Φ =  −𝑛0(𝒓) ln[1 − 𝑛2(𝒓)] +
𝑛1𝑥(𝒓)𝑛1𝑦(𝒓)
1 − 𝑛2(𝒓)
  
 
(3) 
Equation (3) represents is a local free energy density composed of weighted 
density functions, 𝑛𝛼(𝒓).  These weighted density functions are convolution integrals of 
the local density with geometric weighting functions, 𝜔𝑖
(𝛼)(𝒓), which represent geometric 
measures of the particles.  For rectangles, the following weighting functions correspond 
to corners, edge lengths and surface area:   
 𝜔𝑖
(0)(𝒓) =  
1
4
δ (
𝜎𝑥
𝑖
2
− |𝑥|) δ (
𝜎𝑦
𝑖
2
− |𝑦|), (4) 
 𝜔𝑖
(1𝑥)(𝒓) =  
1
2
Θ (
𝜎𝑥
𝑖
2
− |𝑥|) δ (
𝜎𝑦
𝑖
2
− |𝑦|), (5) 
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 𝜔𝑖
(1𝑦)(𝒓) =  
1
2
δ (
𝜎𝑥
𝑖
2
− |𝑥|) Θ (
𝜎𝑦
𝑖
2
− |𝑦|), (6) 
 𝜔𝑖
(2)(𝒓) =  Θ (
𝜎𝑥
𝑖
2
− |𝑥|) Θ (
𝜎𝑦
𝑖
2
− |𝑦|), (7) 
where δ is the Dirac delta, Θ is the Heaviside step function, and 𝜎𝑥
𝑖  and 𝜎𝑦
𝑖  are the 
rectangle’s length in the x- and y-direction, respectively.  These expressions can be 
combined in a grand canonical free energy equation, 
 Ω[𝜌𝑖] = 𝐹[𝜌𝑖] − ∑ ∫ 𝑑𝑟𝜌𝑖(𝑟)[𝜇𝑖 − 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑖 (𝑟)]
𝐴𝑖
 (8) 
 which can be minimized using a matrix-free Newton method [78].  The resulting energy 
minimization will provide two density profiles, ρhorizontal and ρvertical, which can 
subsequently be evaluated for order. 
   
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The system we consider models a slowly evaporating suspension of quasi-2D 
hard rectangular particles (of negligible thickness) on a templated substrate.  The 
suspension is in contact with a flat, 2D surface decorated with chemical or topographical 
patterns.  The barriers impose an energetic penalty to particles that intersect with the 
centerlines of the template features, which is as step function equal to βVext  if a particle 
overlaps (where β = 1/kBT), and zero otherwise.  The particles are free to adsorb and 
desorb from the substrate in accordance with the chemical potential of the suspension, 
and so we model the system in the grand canonical ensemble.  Furthermore, high 
chemical potentials require a barrier height sufficiently large to prevent particles from 
overlapping the template boundary. Thus, all presented simulations set βVext = 50.  
Similar to the results presented in the previous chapter, we found that this system is not 
sensitive to small changes in βVext. 
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Particles with aspect ratio a = 2.0 were deposited for a template spacing Lx/R = 
Ly/R = 6.1.  As shown in Figure 2(a), these particles are unable to form the desired 
rectangular array, with the equilibrium structure lacking both translational and 
orientational order. The snapshot of a typical configuration from a GCMC simulation 
illustrates tetratic order similar to that of the bulk system in the absence of any template 
barrier.  This occurs due to the rotational symmetry of two-particle clusters.  For a = 2.0, 
two particles can align to form 2Rx2R squares, which can orient either vertically or 
horizontally without enthalpic penalty or influence from the template.  These pairs can 
manifest in a number of different ways, leading to a far higher probability of finding a 
tetratic microstate than a horizontally ordered structure.  If the horizontal orientation is 
desired, one must choose the dimensions of the particles and template that penalize states 
with vertically aligned particles.  
This can be accomplished by using fractional particle aspect ratios and adjusting 
the template spacing in each direction.  For example for a = 2.2, particle pairs lose the 
rotational symmetry found for particles with a = 2.0.  Further, the Ly is fixed at 6.1R 
which is commensurate with horizontal ordering of the particles and penalizes vertically 
aligned particles.   In Figure 3.2(b) we have targeted horizontal particle alignment with Ly 
= 6.1R, while expanding Lx to 6.9R, which is the proportional increase in particle size in 
order to accommodate the higher aspect ratio.  This adjustment of the particle and 
template sizes generates the desired translational and orientational order.  GCMC results 
in Figure 3.2(a) and (b) are supplemented by a Fundamental Measure Theory (FMT) 
model in a DFT prediction of non-overlapping rectangular particles that treats the 
assembled system as a bidisperse mixture of vertically and horizontally aligned particles.  
Simulation results suggest that this approximation is valid, as it is rare to find particle 
orientations deviating from 0º or 90º at high surface coverage.  Density profiles of a = 2.0 
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and a = 2.2 particles are shown in Figure 3.2(c) and (d), respectively.  The FMT model 
predicts a structured 3x6 lattice for a = 2.2 particles in a commensurate template, but no 
discernable order for a particle aspect ratio of a = 2.0.  These results demonstrate 
excellent agreement between simulation and the FMT model. 
 
Figure 3.2:  GCMC snapshots and FMT density profiles of rectangular 
particles of (a&c) a = 2.0 and (b&d) a = 2.2 exposed to enthalpic barriers at the 
edge of each displayed area.  For all plots Ly/R = 6.1 while Lx/R is (a&c) 6.1 and 
(b&d) 6.9.  While a = 2.0 particles are free to orient vertically or horizontally 
without energetic penalty, the rotational asymmetry of a = 2.2 particles can be 
utilized to generate orientational order. Density profiles are in agreement, 
showing clearly distinguishable peaks in rectangular lattice coordinates for the a 
= 2.2 aspect ratio 
The separation of the template is next increased for a = 2.2 particles to determine 
the limits of pattern multiplication on this system.  As shown in Figure 3.3, the system 
exhibits horizontal order for the 4x8 (Lx/R = 9.2, Ly/R = 8.1) and 5x10 (Lx/R = 11.6, Ly/R 
= 10.1) targeted structures, but reverts to tetratic order for larger wall separation.  Note 
that this maximum wall separation of ~10R is very similar to the limitation on pattern 
multiplication seen in the hard-sphere system [92].  While this may be indicative of a 
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physical limitation of graphoepitaxial assembly, it can also be explained from the 
perspective of packing energies.  A line of five vertically aligned a = 2.2 particles 
requires the same amount of vertical space as 11 horizontally aligned particles.  Thus, it 
becomes impossible to impose a penalty on misaligned particles at larger template 
spacings, since the particles can arrange themselves in two separate configurations with 
the same energy. 
 
Figure 3.3:  GCMC snapshots of a = 2.2 rectangular particles in the presence 
of walls of increasing separation.  Target lattices are (a) 4x8 (b) 5x10 (c) 6x12 (d) 
7x14.  Template spacings are as follows Lx/R = (a) 9.2, (b) 11.6, (c) 13.9, (d) 
16.2 and Ly/R = (a) 8.1, (b) 10.1, (c) 12.1, (d) 14.1.  Beyond a wall separation of 
Ly/R ~10, rectangular order is no longer observed. 
A more complete picture of the phase behavior of a = 2.2 and a = 2.7 particles 
from GCMC simulations and FMT is shown in Figure 3.4.  The solid color regions 
represent the values of Lx/R and Ly/R which yield horizontally ordered structures 
according to GCMC simulations.  Systems are defined to be ordered if the standard 
deviations in translational position are smaller than 5% of the lattice constant and the 
standard deviation in the particle orientation is within 5% of desired horizontal 
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alignment.  Furthermore, these boundaries are supplemented by FMT simulations, 
indicated by green (successfully ordered) and red (unsuccessfully ordered) data points.  
This approach approximates the rectangular particle system through a bidisperse mixture 
of vertically and horizontally aligned particles, resulting in two energetically minimized 
density profiles, ρhorizontal and ρvertical.  To evaluate order, we utilize an order parameter 
defined as 𝑄 =  
?̅?ℎ−?̅?𝑣
?̅?ℎ+?̅?𝑣
, where ?̅? represents the density profile integrated over the template 
area.  Positive 𝑄 values denote systems predominantly composed of horizontally aligned 
particles (practically, 𝑄 > 0.5 represents a strong indication of horizontally ordered 
structures), while negative values represent vertical alignment.  𝑄 = 0 is indicative of 
tetratic order.  As shown, the FMT results indicate excellent agreement with Monte Carlo 
simulations. 
 
 
Figure 3.4:  A phase diagram of (a) a = 2.2 and (e) a = 2.7 particles as a 
function of wall separation in the x- and y- directions as computed from GCMC 
simulations.  Shaded areas denote rectangular ordered phases, with representative 
GCMC snapshots to illustrate achievable lattices.  FMT results for the 4x8 lattice 
are illustrated on (a) as green data points for successful templates and red for 
unsuccessful templates, showing quantitative agreement with the simulations. 
Representative density profiles are shown for (a) Lx/R = 9.2, Ly/R = 8.2, 
resulting Q = 0.62; (b) Lx/R = 9.6, Ly/R = 8.05, resulting Q = 0.53; and (c) Lx/R 
= 9.7, Ly/R = 9.05, resulting Q = 0.08.  All color bars show a density range from 
0 to 3.5. 
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It is important to note that each ordered region in Figure 4 spans a far shorter 
range of template separations in the y-direction than x-direction.  This suggests that the 
direction which imposes the penalty on misaligned particles has a tighter restriction on its 
allowable separation and is the more significant parameter in template design.  However, 
each ordered region for a = 2.7 particles spans a wider range of Ly/R values than we 
observed for the a = 2.2 particles. This is because the comparatively longer particles 
require a greater fractional increase in the separation of the template wall in the y-
direction before a vertically misaligned particle can fit without energetic penalty. It is 
also important to note that this particular result is only due to our targeting the horizontal 
alignment.  If vertical alignment was desired, the x-direction separation would be the 
limiting factor.   
Since the x-direction separation exhibits a much wider allowable range, we are 
able to represent it as a function of y-direction separation and particle aspect ratio.  Using 
the formula Lx = 1.05aN, where N is the result of rounding Ly/2 up to the nearest integer, 
Figure 5 illustrates which values of Ly and a are able to induce horizontal order.  As can 
be seen, the extent of accessible pattern multiplication varies greatly for different values 
of a, with a = 2.2 yielding translational and orientational order at a wall separation up to 
10R.  Additionally, many of these values differ from the prediction provided from the 
ideal packing argument.  For example, a = 2.4 particles would require five particles in a 
row to occupy an integer spacing (12R), yet these particles do not demonstrate order 
beyond a wall separation of 5R.  Furthermore, Figure 3.5 illustrates that some aspect 
ratios are incapable of achieving the desired structure beyond unfavorably short wall 
separations. An aspect ratio of a = 2.0, for example, would require a wall separation Ly/R 
< 2.0 to generate orientational order, which is a trivial graphoepitaxial template. Figures 
3.4 and 3.5 show that there are limited islands in the parameter space where orientational 
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and translational order are achievable.  Despite utilization of commensurate template 
geometries that mimic the rotational asymmetry of these particles, degenerative 
orientational states limit the extent of pattern replication attainable in the hard rectangle 
system. 
 
 
Figure 3.5:   Phase behavior of rectangular particles as a function of a and 
Ly/R.  Blue regions are ordered phases, while white represent disordered 
structures.  For each simulation, Lx = 1.05aN, where N is the result of rounding 
Ly/2 up to the nearest integer.  The most promising results appear for a = 2.2 
particles, which forms a rectangular lattice for a maximum wall separation of Ly 
= 10.1R. 
 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
It has been predicted through GCMC simulations and FMT calculations that 
rectangular particles can be ordered using graphoepitaxy provided the right combinations 
of the size ratio of the particle and the size of the template are chosen.  The range of these 
combinations that lead to translational and orientational order have been mapped and 
shown to be islands determined to penalize alignment in one direction relative to the 
other.  These islands are large enough that the graphoepitaxial process is robust to 
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practical variations that may occur in particle size distribution and template spacing.  
Considering only particle shape and template spacing, a maximum pattern multiplication 
of about 10 times the smaller dimension of the rectangular particle is achievable.  The 
inclusion of soft-repulsions to the interparticle interactions and non-rectangular patterns 
for the template could increase the maximum allowable wall separation and resulting 
pattern multiplication. 
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Chapter 4:  Graphoepitaxy Using Open Template Geometries 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
To this point the focus has been on closed template geometries which completely 
confine nanoparticulate systems.  There remains an open question regarding the necessity 
of continuous wall templates and whether alternate geometries can have the same effect.  
The interest in this problem is two-fold.  Open template structures can provide insight to 
the true limits of pattern multiplication that can be achieved in hard particle systems.  
With sparser open features the impact of the external field decreases and interparticle 
interactions assume a larger role in propagating long-range order throughout the system.  
Furthermore, the primary motivation of this project is to limit the magnitude of top-down 
nanopatterning in nanofabrication processes.  Such templates have been demonstrated to 
have varied levels of success for block copolymer systems [93-96] and particulate 
systems [97-99].  We aim to investigate the feasibility of reducing the prepatterning and 
thus decreasing the cost of the fabrication.  Here we study a variety of templates, 
comprised of truncated walls and fixed particle posts and evaluate their ability to generate 
square order. 
 
4.2 SIMULATION METHODS 
Simulations in this chapter explore systems of hard spheres and hard rectangles, 
identical to the particles studied in Chapters 2 and 3.  Thus, work here employs similar 
GCMC and FMT techniques detailed in previous chapters.  For hard sphere particles, we 
utilize a simulated tempering algorithm [100] which is beneficial for high density 
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systems, as it allows for limited particle overlap early in the simulation, and reaches a 
true hard sphere model after a prescribed number of Monte Carlo steps.  Rectangular 
particle results in this chapter utilize both the FMT and growth-expanded GCMC 
techniques detailed in Section 3.2.  As in previous chapters, length scales here will be 
represented in terms of a variable R, which denotes the radius of a spherical particle or 
the short side of a rectangular particle. 
Template-particle interactions are represented by mathematical step functions, 
with an enthalpic pentalty of βVext, set to 10 for hard spheres and 100 for hard rectangles.  
Difference in magnitude of βVext  for these systems is due to the high chemical potential 
required for close-packing of hard rectangles.  With higher chemical potential, barrier 
height must be increased to prevent inserted particles from overlapping the enthalpic 
barriers.  These field interactions act on particle centers, meaning that an infinitely thin 
physical barrier would be represented by a step function of width 2R, in the case of hard 
spheres. 
 
4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.3.1 Truncated wall templates for spherical particle monolayers 
The results discussed in Chapter 2 show that a template comprised of 
perpendicular walls separated by a distance commensurate to an integer multiple of 
particle diameter was sufficient to assemble spherical particles in a square lattice. Our 
investigation into open templates begins with a truncation of these template walls by 
removing segments in the middle of each feature.  These truncations are then expanded 
by integer multiples of the particle diameter.  Gaps increase in size until the square 
symmetry is no longer observable.  
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Templates are studied through grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations, where 
chemical potential is a determinate parameter for particle density in the system.  This 
value, denoted βμ, is set to β(µ-µhcp) = 5.87, which was observed to be sufficient to yield 
defect free square structures with the closed template geometry as illustrated in Figure 
2.4.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the truncated templates for 10x10 target structures, with gaps 
of 2R, 4R, and 6R in length.  As the openings increase beyond 2R, lattice fidelity clearly 
begins to deteriorate from the desired square pattern.  For 4R and 6R gaps, rows and 
columns of the square lattice are able to freely translate, leaving structures with square 
symmetry in the corners near the template features, and quasi-hexagonal order far from 
the enthalpic barriers.   
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Figure 4.1:  GCMC snapshots of hard spheres exposed to a 2D square 
template, with gaps of (a) 2R, (b) 4R, and (c) 6R in each wall.  The black 
boundary represents an external field of 10kBT and periodic boundary 
conditions are applied.  As the gaps in the walls widen, rows and columns 
are free to translate away from the square lattice, leaving a disordered 
structure.  The per particle entropy increase of this row/column translation 
is illustrated in (d), where the free volume of a single reference particle is 
used to calculate S/kB as a single row containing the test particle is moved 
a distance xshift.  Various curves represent increases in the lattice constant, 
ds, of the initial square lattice structure.  Unsurprisingly, entropy is highest 
for a row that shifts 1R away from the ideal square coordinates. 
This phenomenon can be explained through a simple entropic argument.  For 
systems of hard particles, assembled structures form by maximizing free volume per 
particle, which in turn increases available microstates.  Figure 4.1(d) demonstrates this 
through a cell theory approximation of entropy per particle [101].  This simplified 
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calculation determines entropy through a free volume calculation for a reference particle 
with fixed nearest neighbors.  Further detail for this method is outlined in Section 5.2.  
For the results in Figure 4.1(d), a square structure with a lattice constant ds is fixed 
surrounding a reference particle in a freely translating row.  Free volume for this particle 
is calculated as its row translates out of phase with the target square lattice.  This is 
performed for structures with lattice constants of ds = 2.0R through ds = 2.5R.  As shown, 
the entropy is at a minimum when the row is perfectly aligned and at a maximum when it 
lies between square lattice coordinates.  This entropic favorability explains why we see 
free translation of rows and columns without sufficient confinement. 
Results in Figure 4.1 highlight the necessity to confine each row and column of 
the square lattice for energetically favorable assembly.  It is possible to accomplish this 
with open templates by constructing a pattern of staggered “+”-shaped features, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.2.  Each feature is composed of four wall segments, each an integer 
multiple of the particle diameter.  Barriers are offset such that the edge of one wall 
segment occupies the same x- or y-coordinate as a neighboring feature. As shown in 
Figure 4.2, wall segments of 4R are able to direct assembly into square structures, while 
segments 6R in size exhibit disordered structures.  This order-disorder transition is note-
worthy due to the maximum separation between features for the 4R and 6R segments.  
For the former, the maximum distance between walls along any row or column is 16R, 
while the analogous distance for the latter is 24R.  This pattern multiplication limit is in 
agreement with previous work, showing that hard sphere assembly cannot be directed by 
template features separated by more than 20R, or ten times the particle diameter.   
It is worth noting that increasing chemical potential for the system in Figure 
4.2(b) will not result in an ordered system as it did in Figure 2.5.  It is evident that 
particles in this truncated wall template begin to overlap the barriers for sufficiently large 
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wall separation.  This effect is further explained in the following chapter, but can be 
concisely explained through a trade-off of an increase in entropy for local hcp order 
versus an enthalpic penalty for a few particles overlapping a template feature.  For large 
wall feature separation, a single particle overlapping a barrier can make room for many 
more particles to take advantage of the energetically favorable hcp structure.  Thus, 
increasing chemical potential would increase the number of particles which overlap 
template barriers since the relative enthalpic penalty is much lower than the chemical 
potential benefit of inserting a particle.  Simulations yielded no combinations of chemical 
potential and barrier height (βVext) resulting in ordered systems for the template illustrated 
in Figure 4.2(b). 
 
Figure 4.2:  Achieving the square lattice requires that the template confine 
each row and column to prevent translation.  The above geometry (shown in 
black) presents a means of utilizing discontinuous features while preserving 
square order.  The truncated walls represent a length of (a) 2D and (b) 3D.  It is 
important to note that the order-disorder transition from (a) to (b) occurs between 
a maximum template feature separation of 8D and 12D, which agrees  with 
previous results showing a limit of 10 times the particle dimension for 
graphoepitaxial assembly. 
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4.3.2 Truncated wall templates for rectangular particle monolayers 
Results presented in Chapter 3 demonstrated that successful graphoepitaxial 
assembly is also achievable for hard rectangular particles [102], which may be used as 
templates or directly for bit-patterned magnetic media.  To study the effects of open 
template geometries on these anisotropic particles, we use templates analogous to those 
used in Figure 4.2, adjusted for commensurate length scales of aspect ratio a = 2.2 
rectangular particles.  The FMT model outlined in Section 3.2 is used to explore this 
directed self-assembly due to computational efficiency of the technique. 
FMT results shown in Figure 3 demonstrate that wall segments of 2R in the y-
direction generate sufficient order, while segments of size 3R do not.  Similar to the hard 
sphere results, this corresponds to a maximum feature separation of 8R for a successful 
template and 12R for an unsuccessful one.  Once again, this agrees with previous work 
which found a limiting pattern multiplication factor of 10R for rectangular assembly.  It is 
apparent that entropic assembly of square or rectangular lattice is possible regardless of 
template geometry, provided that each row and column is exposed to confinement within 
ten times the particle size. 
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Figure 4.3:   FMT profiles of rectangular particles of aspect ratio a = 2.2 
exposed to the same “+”-shaped templates illustrated in Figure 2.  Barriers are 
place in the lower left and upper right corners (indicated by black edges), with 
symmetric boundary conditions applied (indicated by blue edges).  Wall 
segments are 2R (a) and 3R (b) in the y-direction and 2aR (a) and 3aR (b) in the 
x-direction.  Template features separated by a maximum of 8R (a) are able to 
generate rectangular order, while features separated by 12R (b) exhibit a more 
uniform density profile, indicating tetratic order. 
 
4.3.3 Fixed particle post templates 
Truncation of wall features is ultimately investigating the ability of particles to 
impart long range wall effects through local packing.  Each template feature is 
influencing particles to align along the wall, with further order arising from subsequent 
layering around particles in contact with the barrier.  Thus, a natural question arises 
whether stationary particles fixed at target lattice coordinates can generate the same 
pattern multiplication as continuous or truncated walls.  We thereby construct templates 
consisting of particles fixed at locations commensurate to the target square (or 
rectangular) structure, with the aim of serving as seeds for the assembly of the desired 
lattice. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the effect fixed spherical particles arranged in a sparse 
square symmetry, with both aligned and staggered geometries. In each case, templates are 
unable to induce square lattice formation, resulting in disordered structures.  Template 
features were additionally altered to be squares of side 2R in an attempt to direct local 
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packing into a four-fold symmetry, but ultimately these geometries were unsuccessful as 
well.  It is important to note that these templates reach a lower areal fraction than 
previously studied systems at the same chemical potential.  This is due to a loss in 
entropy incurred by restricting the vibrational entropy of the fixed template particles.  
Simulations shown were conducted at a chemical potential 50% higher than those in 
Figures 2.5(c), 4.1 and 4.2, but still result in a lower system density.  Melting simulations 
were also conducted, with initial configurations matching the target lattices, and each 
case produced equilibrium structures similar to those shown in Figure 4.4.   
 
 
Figure 4.4:   GCMC snapshots of hard spheres exposed to fixed posts of 
different geometries.  A number of different post configurations were tested, with 
no observed square lattice formation.  Square posts showed no improvement over 
circular posts in their ability to generate square order.   Additionally, the 
immobile posts had a large effect on the observed density of the system, resulting 
in packing fractions far below those of hcp lattices at equivalent chemical 
potential. 
Templates of fixed rectangular particles demonstrate more successful alignment 
than spherical monolayers, as shown in Figure 4.5.  Efficient particle packing allows 
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template effects to more easily propagate through the system.  Rectangular arrays of fixed 
particles are observed to generate columnar order for sufficiently close posts, with tetratic 
order prevalent in between.  However, patterns of diagonally fixed rectangular particles 
are able to generate full rectangular lattices between template features.  This order is 
observed for templates which fix every fifth particle in the target lattice, and transitions to 
disorder when every sixth particle is confined.  Note that this periodicity leads to a 
feature separation of ~10R for a = 2.2 rectangular particles, once again illustrating a 
pattern multiplication limit up to ten times the size of the particle. 
 
Figure 4.5:  Snapshots of freely rotating and translating hard rectangular 
particles (blue) exposed to templates of fixed posts (black).  Aspect ratios are a = 
2.2 for (a), (c), (d), & (f) and a = 2.7 for (b) & (e).  The anisotropy of the 
rectangular geometry allows these templates to generate more order than the 
spherical posts.  This is most prevalent in the columnar order in (d), where 
particles align along the columns of the template forming tetratic order in 
between, and in the rectangular lattice in (c), where the confinement of each row 
and column is sufficient to generate the desired order.  Note that this template 
effectively fixed every fifth particle horizontally, which amounts to a 10R feature 
separation for a~2 particles.  This once again agrees with previous work on the 
limits of pattern multiplication in particle assembly. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
Open template geometries have demonstrated ability to direct assembly of 
spherical and rectangular particles into square and rectangular lattices, respectively.  
GCMC and FMT simulations showed that confinement of every row and column of the 
target lattice is necessary for truncated wall templates and fixed rectangular particle 
templates.  Entropic effects reduce lattice fidelity through free translation of locally 
unconfined particles.  However, with proper confinement, template features can 
consistently be separated by distances ten times greater than particle size, which is 
consistent with observed pattern multiplication limits of closed template geometries. 
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Chapter 5:  Cell Theory Insights into Pattern Multiplication Limits 
 
5.1 CELL THEORY APPROXIMATION 
Chapters 2 through 4 demonstrated that hard particles could be caused to 
assemble into square/rectangular structures at high areal fractions in the presence of 
prepatterned templates which favored these particle arrangements.  In each case, 
however, there was a template length scale above which defect-free pattern multiplication 
could no longer be induced by template features (i.e., graphoepitaxy fails for sufficiently 
sparse template features). Surprisingly, this limiting value was consistently shown to be 
approximately ten times the particle size, irrespective of the specific template or particle 
geometry. Density multiplication limits of similar magnitude have additionally been 
observed in block copolymer systems [103,104].  The ubiquity of this value across 
different systems leads to an obvious question.  Why does such a limit to pattern 
multiplication exist? 
To get physical insight into this ubiquitous length, we turn to a simple cell theory 
approximation of entropy.  This formalism, originally introduced by Lennard-Jones and 
Devonshire [105] and further developed by Hoover et al. [106,107], calculates entropy of 
dense phases by considering a multiplicative partition function of single particles in 
“cells” with boundaries defined by the presence of their neighboring particles.  Cell 
theory has been able to generate hard particle equations of state [108-110] and predict 
phase behavior [111,112]. Here, we utilize this approximation through a configurational 
contribution to entropy through the integrals  
 𝑄𝑁 =
1
𝜆𝑁𝑁!
∫ exp (
𝛷
𝑘𝐵𝑇
) 𝑑𝑟𝑁. (1) 
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For hard particles, exp (
𝛷
𝑘𝐵𝑇
) will be either 0 or 1, resulting in 𝑄𝑁 =
1
𝑁!
(
𝑣
𝜆𝑁
)
𝑁
 
assuming N independent cells of volume v.  This cell volume is defined by the available 
space for a reference particle confined by fixed neighbors in specific lattice coordinates.  
Exact cell volumes have been determined for a variety of structures in 2D [113] and 3D 
[114].  For the 2D structures in this work, we focus on cell volumes confined within 
hexagonal and square lattices.  These volumes, diagrammed in Figure 5.1 below, are 
calculated using 2R exclusion areas surround each neighbor particle.  Cell volume is 
dependent on the lattice constant of the neighbor particles, which is defined as the 
variable d. These constructions then allow us to compare the Helmholtz free energy 
difference of the hexagonal and square lattice through: 
 ΔF = ΔU – T ΔS (2) 
where, ΔS = kB ln (QN
hcp
/QN
sq
) = NkB ln(vhcp/vsq). (3) 
  
 
Figure 5.1: Illustration of the cell volume for single reference particles in a 
(a) hexagonal lattice (left) and a square lattice (right).  The cell volume, v, is 
determined by constructing an exclusion area of 2R around each neighbor 
particle.  The boundary traced by the dashed line represents the free volume a 
reference particle has without overlapping with any of its neighbors. 
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5.2 ENTHALPIC PENALTY OF OVERLAPPING PARTICLES 
We first compare the Helmholtz free energy of defect-free hexagonal and square 
lattices at the same areal fraction in the presence of the template.  A perfect hexagonal 
lattice has an areal packing fraction (η) dependent on lattice constant, dhcp, which is 
represented by:  
 𝜂ℎ𝑐𝑝(𝑑ℎ𝑐𝑝) =  
2𝜋𝑅2
𝑑ℎ𝑐𝑝
2 √3
 (4) 
Similarly, the square lattice packing fraction as a function of lattice constant dsq 
is: 
 𝜂𝑠𝑞(𝑑𝑠𝑞) =  
𝜋𝑅2
𝑑𝑠𝑞2
 (5) 
Thus the lattice constant for hexagonal packing at the same areal fraction as a 
corresponding square lattice is: 
 𝑑ℎ𝑐𝑝
2 =  
2𝑑𝑠𝑞
2
√3
 (6) 
The former is larger than the latter to its more efficient packing arrangement and hence 
its larger free volume. Space between template features is thus defined as L, which is an 
integer multiple of dsq.  For consistency with previous simulation results, we choose dsq 
= 2.1, which is the same value found to induce square order in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.  The 
corresponding hexagonal lattice, which will have a lattice constant of dhcp = 2.26, is then 
overlaid on a periodic template of enthalpic barriers of height βV and distance L.  An 
example packing is illustrated in Figure 5.2.  Due to variability in the number of 
overlapping hcp particles in a single periodic cell as a function of lattice placement, we 
construct a long-range system composed of 100x100 confined areas, and take an average 
number of overlapping and non-overlapping particles per well.  This proportion of 
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perimeter particles (Np) to total particles (N) is shown in Figure 5.3.  Particles 
overlapping the template features incurred a dimensionless energetic penalty NpβV, which 
is captured in the system’s internal energy, U.  Figure 5.4 below shows the difference in 
Helmholtz free energy between hcp structures with boundary overlap and square 
structures with no template overlap.  For close walls (small L), the hcp lattice exhibits 
higher free energy as compared to the square lattice, but there is decline and crossover as 
the template features become sparser.  This trend is due to the linear increase in perimeter 
particles with L, but the quadratic increase of total particles in the system.  As the 
template features expand, a smaller proportion of particles incur a penalty by overlapping 
the boundary, thus allowing the favorable entropic contribution of the interior hcp 
particles to surpass the enthalpic contribution of the perimeter particles.  Figure 5.4 also 
demonstrates that pattern multiplication effects are dependent on the barrier height in this 
model.  It is interesting to note that the transitional value for 10x pattern multiplication 
occurs for βV = 15, which is similar in magnitude to the requisite βV = 10 barriers 
utilized in Chapter 2. 
However, we previously found that increasing βVext > 10 did not improve square 
lattice fidelity.  In fact, due to the construction of these overlapping hcp lattices in our 
model structures, one can envision a limit as βVext → ∞ where even a single overlap 
would make the square lattice energetically favorable compare to the hcp structure at any 
wall separation.  This limitation on the cell theory model forces us to introduce an ability 
for particles to rearrange themselves near the barrier to avoid dependence on the βV 
parameter.  This will be detailed in the following section. 
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Figure 5.2: Example hcp (left) and square (right) lattices in the presence of a 
square wall template.  Wall features are separated by a distance of 21R, 
commensurate to a 10x10 square lattice with lattice constant ds = 2.1.  The hcp 
structure at the equivalent areal fraction has a lattice constant dhcp = 2.26 and 
demonstrates a significant number of particles overlapping the template features, 
thus incurring an enthalpic penalty of NpβV.  Due to the commensurate template 
geometry, the square lattice incurs no such penalty. 
 
Figure 5.3:  Ratio of particles in the hcp structure overlapping the square 
boundary (Np) to the total number of particles per confined well (N).  As the wall 
separation L/d increases, the proportional number of particles overlapping the 
template feature decreases, allowing the entropic benefit of interior particles to 
surpass the enthalpic penalty of perimeter particles. 
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Figure 5.4:  Difference between Helmholtz free energy (βF) of the hcp and 
square lattices for square templates commensurate to a lattice constant dsq = 2.1.  
Hexagonal particles overlapping with the template incur an energetic penalty of 
βV, thus increase the free energy of that structure.  As the template features are 
further separated, the proportional number of particles affected by the boundary 
decreases and the entropic benefit of hexagonal packing prevails.  The exact 
location of this transition is dependent on the barrier height, but is consistently 
near the 10d value predicted for previously discussed systems. 
 
5.3 CONFINED BOUNDARY PARTICLES 
While the boundary overlap model suggests order of magnitude agreement with 
previous results, it is not necessarily indicative of the true packing.  It would be possible 
for particles to assemble into a quasi-hexagonal structure without any enthalpic penalty.  
For this case, the free energetic cost would be an entropic penalty due to confinement of 
particles due a disturbance in the otherwise favorable hcp packing geometry near the 
boundary, an effect which counterbalances the more efficient packing of the hcp lattice in 
the interior. To model this, we divided the hexagonal unit cell in half, in order to capture 
the confinement of particles near the wall.  This unit cell is illustrated in Figure 5.5 and 
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will result in a free volume vc.  We also estimate that these particles would be 
significantly more confined, and attribute a new interparticle distance dc to sufficiently 
restrict the movement of boundary reference particles.  Considering cell volume to be a 
function of the lattice constant, v(d), we can rearrange the entropy expression in equation 
(3) to be: 
 𝛥𝑆 =  𝑘𝐵 ln [
𝑣𝑐(𝑑𝑐)
𝑁𝑝  𝑣ℎ𝑐𝑝(𝑑ℎ𝑐𝑝)
𝑁−𝑁𝑝
𝑣𝑠𝑞(𝑑𝑠𝑞)
𝑁 ] 
(7) 
For each value of feature separation, L = nd, we designate a set number of 
particles as confined perimeter particles.  Assuming these boundary particles form a 
single layer against each wall, this will result in Np = 4n-4 particles under the confined 
conditions, with the remainder receiving the benefit of full hexagonal cells.  Figure 5.6 
illustrates how the extent of pattern multiplication is affected by chosen value of dc.  
Once again, with tight confinement of boundary particles, we see that the maximum 
template feature separation is approximately 10d. 
 
 
Figure 5.5:  A unit cell of a boundary particle in a system with inefficient 
packing.  Interparticle distance is set to be some value dc < dhcp to represent 
tighter confinement near the walls. 
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Figure 5.6:  Helmholtz free energy difference between hcp and square packing in 
the presence of a hard wall template where walls are separated by an integer 
multiple of dsq = 2.1.  Boundary particles are confined to a cell surrounded by 
particles separated by an average distance of dc.  The exact value where hcp 
becomes the entropically favored structure varies with dc, but is once again seen 
to be around 10dsq. 
It is interesting to note that it is possible that rearrangement of the boundary 
particles could result in a reduced free volume per particle than the hexagonal packing 
studied here. If we consider disordered systems in the presence of a walled template (see 
Figures 2.8(b) and 4.2(b)) to exhibit random close packing (rcp) as opposed to hcp plus a 
confined boundary layer, cell confinement effects could be further exaggerated. This rcp 
structure is known to occur at lower packing fractions than hcp [115], meaning that 
individual particles in these systems have a lower free volume than their hcp counterparts 
at the same density. In this section, we choose to consider hexagonal packing as it is the 
most efficient packing and thus the wisest choice when evaluating a competing structure.  
However, if rcp prevails, it would suggest that dc for this system is smaller than the 
values studied in the hcp boundary layers. Furthermore, random close packing through 
the system would mean that these confinement cells are not solely limited to the 
periphery, exacerbating the free energy penalty demonstrated above. 
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5.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Using a cell theory approximation of the Helmholtz free energy, we are able to 
discern an estimate for the maximum template wall separation for which square structures 
are thermodynamically favorable.  Utilizing two models of imposing energetic or 
entropic penalties on hcp structures due to the boundaries, we find that the transition to 
hcp favorability occurs around L = 10d.  This is largely due to the proportion of perimeter 
particles which are exposed to an energetic or entropic free volume penalty decreasing 
with template spacing.  As template features become sparser (L increases), boundary 
particles increase linearly, while the total number of particles increase quadratically.  For 
widely spaced walls, interior particles contribute an increase in entropy sufficient to 
offset energetic or entropic restrictions placed on the packing by boundaries, which limits 
the scale of template induced pattern multiplication. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
 
6.1 SUMMARY 
This dissertation explores a number of ways to use templates to induce specific 
types of order into self-assembled particle monolayers.  Hard spherical particles were 
shown to assemble into a square lattice, which is not normally entropically favorable, 
when a commensurate template was applied to the system.  This template was able to 
generate 10x pattern multiplication simply through the propagation of wall effects.  A 
similar method was applied to force hard rectangles to assemble into a target structure of 
translationally and orientationally aligned particles.  Through control of particle aspect 
ratio and template commensurability, we were able to once again achieve 10x pattern 
multiplication.  This technique was carried over to open template geometries (i.e., 
“posts”), where truncated wall templates were shown to generate similar pattern 
multiplication effects, provided they confined translation of each row and column of the 
square lattice.  Additionally, a cell theory approximation provided insights into the 
competition between entropic benefits of local hexagonal order and energetic/entropic 
penalties form template features. 
 
6.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The primary contribution of this work was the demonstration of templated self-
assembly for particles lacking any enthalpic interparticle interactions.  Through 
geometric influence of particle packing, we were able to achieve structures that would not 
otherwise be favorable.  Furthermore, we found a consistent limit of pattern 
multiplication as ten times the particle size for assembly in these systems.  This can have 
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a significant impact on the design of new nanomanufacturing processes, as it will be 
possible to pattern on a coarse length scale and achieve order ten times finer than the 
initial template.  This combination of top-down and bottom-up nanomanufacturing could 
lead to more cost efficient processes, while also providing a method of directly 
fabricating functional nanomaterials.  Additionally, inclusion of these periodic, 
prepatterned substrates could prove to be a key tool in the fabrication of long-range, 
defect-free nanopatterns necessary for a variety of applications.  
 
6.3 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
6.3.1 Experimental Validation 
Work presented to this point has been exclusively computational, and makes a 
number of simplifying assumptions in order to investigate the basic physics of templated 
assembly processes.  Ultimately, the goal of this project is to provide instructions for 
template construction for new nanomanufacturing techniques.  Future implementation 
requires an even greater understanding of these systems from both practical and 
theoretical perspectives.  Experiments to validate the predictions of simulations are 
needed.  Initial investigations should be focused on the systems of spherical particle 
monolayers as presented in Chapter 2.  The basic experimental procedure is outlined in 
the schematic shown in Figure 6.1. 
These experiments will provide a number of vital insights that were unable to be 
studied through the previous simulation.  Firstly, the hard sphere particles studied are an 
approximation that would be difficult to perfectly replicate in the lab.  Prevalence of van 
der Waals forces at short length scales introduces an enthalpic component increasing in 
importance for particles as small as 10nm.  Furthermore, colloidal particles often have 
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stabilizing ligands and small surface charges which cause them to deviate from the hard 
sphere interaction model.  The proposed experiments will elucidate whether these short 
range additions to the pair-wise interaction have a significant impact on equilibrium 
structures. 
Further challenges in monolayer deposition lie with the dynamic components of 
the assembly process.  As previous work has focused on energy minimizing structures, it 
is unknown whether such particle confinement will lead to dynamic arrest hindering the 
assembly of the target structure.  Furthermore, there are a number of challenges in 
assembling a single, uniform monolayer which allows particles to freely move toward the 
energetic minima [116].  Future experimental procedures will need to address this and 
suggest a deposition technique which can predictably generate long-range, defect free 
assembled structures. 
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Figure 6.1:  Schematic of the experimental apparatus used to study the 
assembly of spherical particle monolayers.  Template features are constructed by 
etching a glass substrate into various wells of width w, where w will span 
distances 4D to 20D in length.  Wells will be arranged into a continuous grid as 
shown above in red.  Each adjacent well will be separated by a topographical 
barrier or a thickness t = 1μm, which will provide the necessary confinement for 
assembly.  Particles 1 μm in diameter will be exposed to the substrate via an 
evaporating suspension.  Speed of evaporation will be controlled through a 
heating plate.  This solvent evaporation will serve to increase chemical potential 
in the suspension as particles become more concentrated, thus driving more 
particles to the substrate.  Each well will then be evaluated by its ability to direct 
assembly into a square monolayer.  Figure courtesy of X. Zhu. 
 
6.3.2 Enthalpic Interparticle Interactions 
Self-assembly of particulate systems is not limited to entropic forces alone.  
While entropy will always influence assembly, either toward or away from some target 
structure, there are a plethora of ways to design interactions which utilize enthalpic 
energy minimization for the formation of equilibrium lattices.  As mentioned in Chapter 
1, these interactions can take any number of forms, from amphiiphilic Janus particles, to 
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DNA linking ligands.  It is even possible to further simplify these interparticle 
interactions through optimized polymer ligand coatings over hard sphere cores.  
 
 
Figure 6.2:   Illustration of ligand-coated nanoparticles.  Interactions are 
defined by contributions to steric, osmotic, and Van der Waals forces, and can be 
controlled by tuning parameters including grafting density, ligand molecular 
weight and Hamaker constant. This figure is reproduced from R. Tiruvalem et al., 
J. Phys: Conference Series 371, 012028 (2012) [117]. 
Previous work by Avni Jain and coworkers demonstrated that optimized pair 
potentials can allow particles to assemble a wide variety of lattice structures [118,119].  
Using a parameterized model for polymer ligand interactions, it was possible to decrease 
the free energy difference between hexagonal and square structures.  While these 
optimizations did not appear to generate stuctures with square order, they were able to 
provide a sufficient favorability for an enthalpic template to overcome the energy 
difference.  Figure 6.3 below illustrates Monte Carlo snapshots of these optimized 
particles in the presence of the same square template investigated in Chapter 1.  However, 
due to the inclusion of optimized enthalpic interactions, the allowable wall spacing was 
able to be doubled while still preserving square order.  This promising result suggests that 
soft interactions may increase template pattern multiplication effects, and should be 
investigated for various types of interactions (ligand coatings, charged particles, etc.).  
The primary challenge of templated assembly of soft particle systems appears to be the 
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ambiguity of a commensurate length scale for a target lattice structure.  For hard 
particles, template design is straightforward with barriers separated by an integer multiple 
of particle size.  Inclusion of soft interactions, however, means that there can be greater 
variability in lattice periodicity, thus requiring more computationally intensive 
investigations to adequately survey the parameter space of template geometry. 
 
 
Figure 6.3:   Monte Carlo snapshots of optimized soft-particle interactions in 
the presence of enthalpic barriers.  In each plot, barriers are placed at the edge of 
the displayed simulation area, with periodic boundary conditions applied.  Square 
symmetry is evident for wall separation of L/R = 40, or twenty times larger than 
the particle diameter.  This shows that enthalpic interactions are able to increase 
the maximum pattern multiplication by a factor of two over the hard sphere 
systems.  However, systematic construction of directing templates has proven 
difficult for soft particles due to challenges in predicting equilibrium lattice 
commensurability.  Further work is needed before one can formulate design 
strategies for templated assembly of soft nanoparticles. 
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6.3.3 Inverse Optimization of Template Features 
 
Figure 6.4: Self-assembly can be approached in two separate ways.  First is the 
more traditional forward approach, where one knows the interactions between 
particles and field, and uses that information to determine what equilibrium 
structures are able to form.  The second technique, which has gained recent 
interest, is the inverse approach, where the desired configuration is known, and 
one must determine the necessary interparticle/field interactions that would lead 
to formation of the target lattice. 
 Similar to the inverse optimization resulting in the pair potentials explored in the 
above section, it is possible to use an inverse approach to self-assembly to design external 
fields required to assemble target structures. This differs from the forward approach to 
self-assembly in that the desired equilibrium structure is already known, and the 
necessary interparticle interactions or external fields are left open. One of the main 
appeals of using density functional theory to study the assembly process is its potential to 
incorporate this inverse approach. This technique has already been used for calculating 
energy minimizing pair potentials [120], but this technique is still unexplored for 
optimized template design. To accomplish this, one may turn to equation (11) in Section 
2.2. This expression of free energy is a function of the density profile, which is a known 
for some target structure, and a spacially dependent βVext(r) term. Finding an energy 
minimizing template can be as simple as using ρ(r) to find Fex, and finding the βVext(r) 
expression which minimizes the grand canonical free energy. 
Unsurprisingly, there are issues with this approach that must be addressed before 
designing new templates for directed self-assembly. As shown in Figure 6.5, when a free 
minimization is used to calculate the necessary external field for optimized square and 
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hexagonal structures, one obtains a high value for βV at each interstitial site of the target 
lattice. In order to generate templates in accordance with the pattern multiplication 
standards put forth in previous chapters of this dissertation, one must discover ways of 
parameterizing an external field in a way that favors sparse patterns. Furthermore, as the 
exact equilibrium density profile in the presence of an external field is unlikely to be a 
perfect 2D Gaussian curve (e.g. Figures 2.3, 2.4), it becomes a significant challenge to 
appropriately define the target profile used in the calculation of Fex. One can imagine 
constructing an iterative computational algorithm which calculates a parameterized field 
in one step, then updates the FMT density profile within some quantitative constraints on 
peak height and standard deviation to preserve crystalline order. This process would then 
proceed until there is an equilibrium reached between a density profile that satisfies the 
requirements of a target structure and an optimized, sparse template geometry. 
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Figure 6.5:  FMT generated energy minimizing fields for hexagonally 
close-packed (left) and square (right) 2D lattices.  The density profile was 
constructed by Gaussian peaks at each lattice coordinate, which lie in the 
middle of the blue circular regions in the above plots.  In each case, the 
calculated field is high in interstitial locations, even for the hcp structure 
which naturally forms in equilibrium with no field.  This demonstrates that 
the calculated field can further stabilize naturally forming structures.  
However, since each interstitial site requires a template feature, there is no 
pattern multiplication from these fields.  Further constraints must be 
applied to discover optimized sparse templates. 
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